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The 20th Annual Reunion Set For October 5-9 in Charleston
Tom Pieper and Rich Sager invite you to attend this
year’s reunion Sunday, October 5, through Thursday, October 9 at the Holiday
Inn Riverview, located
just outside downtown
Charleston at 301 Savannah Highway (Route 17).
Room rate is $79.00
plus tax (12.5%) or
$88.88. Since the hotel is
round, every room has a
great view but if you will be spending a lot of time in
your room looking out the window and want a guaranteed
river view, this is available for $89.00 plus tax or
$100.13. Please call the hotel directly at 1-800-766-4329
to make reservations.
You can also do this via the internet at this url:
www.holiday-inn.com/chs-riverview
Call as soon as you decide on the type of room you
want and be sure to request the highest floor available.
Don’t forget to mention you’re with the USS Orion
group. We have 50 rooms blocked so call early: the cutoff date is Sept. 29th! These rates are available two days
before and after the reunion dates (based on availability)
for those who would like to spend a few extra days there.
No free breakfast is offered this year but you can purchase one in their excellent rooftop restaurant, the Harbor
View. There will be no charge for the breakfast on Thursday morning preceding the business meeting or for Tuesday evening’s entertainment. For your convenience, coffee pots are in each room and coffee is also available in
the lobby each morning.
A free shuttle bus service from the hotel to the downtown area runs every half hour on a scheduled route.
Our Hospitality Room will be in the Sumter Room, on
the 14th floor. It is much bigger than previous ones and
has a commanding view. It will be open Sunday afternoon
and evening, and each night after the tours. We will once

again use tickets ($10 worth included with each registration fee) for use at our bar; more may be purchased if
needed. They can also be redeemed at the ship store or for
raffle tickets.
Tours are scheduled for Monday, Tuesday and
Wednesday as follows:
Monday, 9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Magnolia Gardens and Historic Charleston with lunch
at Bubba Gumps, all for the price of $75.00 per person.
Tuesday, 9:15 a.m.-2:45 p.m.
Visit the H. L. Hunley, the first successful submarine,
then cruise through Charleston’s harbor on the way to
Fort Sumter. A box lunch will be provided on the boat.
Arrive back early enough to relax and get ready for the
evening’s entertainment. Priced at $75.00 per person.
7:00 p.m.
Hospitality Room: Entertainment by the Rocking Thru
the Ages group, courtesy of Bob Geraci and his group
from Pittsburgh. Bob is an Orion alum who attended his
first reunion last year!
Wednesday, 10:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Tour Patriots Point, the world's largest naval and maritime museum. After lunch in the CPO mess on the Yorktown, we will hold a Memorial Service aboard the ship.
The cost will be $55.00 per person.
6:15 p.m.-11:00 p.m.
Enjoy dinner and dancing aboard the Spirit of Carolina
while cruising Charleston's beautiful harbor by moonlight
aboard a 100' luxury yacht. Alcoholic beverages are on
your own. Priced at $75.00 per person.
Both the daytime and evening activities can be combined for the price of $125.00 per person.
All tours include motor coach transportation from the
hotel, tour guides, admission charges, meals as listed, taxes and gratuities (except for the guide and driver which
are at the your discretion).
Continued on Page 3

PLEASE ASSEMBLE IN THE LOBBY AREA 15 MINUTES PRIOR TO SCHEDULED DEPARTURE TIMES.
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Reunion Registrations received
by June 30, 2008 will be entered
in a drawing. Four winners will
receive a free banquet.
See Page 3
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I ran the movies aboard ship on alternate nights with Bill Larch. Bill has
passed on. Our projection booth topside sure came in handy on those rainy
evenings in the islands. We would supply selective seating for the movies in
return for extra food, etc.
I’m 86 years old now and in pretty good shape. The memories of the AS-18
are still very pleasant.— Plankowner Dominic Brugia
* * *
I still remember the night the war ended, we really had a party. Our division officer gave us a bottle of booze and we secured some cheese, cold cuts,
etc. We partied most of the night.— David Mans, MoMM1, 7th Div., 43-45
* * *
One of my favorite memories of my tour on the Orion was the “singing.”
In 1958 I went to a pawn shop in downtown Norfolk, bought a guitar for
$15.00. It had a case, strap, picks, the works!
I could only play a couple of chords, but I would get it out up in the Electric Shop and “Tinch” would sing those great Jim Reeves songs, like
“Bimbo,” “Mexican Joe,” and many others. The guy could really sing and he
loved Jim Reeves, as I did. It was great.
Country star Stonewall Jackson, who was a great friend of Jim Reeves,
served aboard Orion and Kittiwake, 1950-54. He had hits like “Waterloo,”
“I’ve Gotta Change,” and many others.— Ray Varner, EM3, E Div., 195859. I proudly carried “jury-riggin” Sam Sewell’s “tool box.”
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Tote Bags
Now Available From
the Ship’s Store

Copy this form, fill it out
and send to:
Editors: Dave and Mary Peckinpaugh
4300 E. Maple Manor Pkwy.
Muncie, IN 47302
(765) 284-1746
e-mail: orionvets@comcast.net
The Scuttlebutt is published in
April, August and December by the
USS Orion (AS-18) Veterans Historical
Organization Inc., a non-profit organization, and has no official affiliation
with the U.S. Navy.
Pictures and written articles are contributed by members and depict activities of the USS Orion, its crew members, or persons affiliated with the USS
Orion (AS-18).

Larry Snyder
308 Oak St.
Rowley, IA 52329

They are made of 600 denier
polyester, zippered top opening,
front pockets, zippered inside
pocket, key holder and black
web handles, 15.5” wide x
15.75” high x 7.25” deep, the
color is blue.

$20.00 each
Make check payable to

USS Orion Store

Name ______________________________________________
Address ____________________________________________
City ______________________ State ______ Zip___________
Check ’em out online at

www.iowatelecom.net/~rowleyrunner/
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Reunion (Continued From Page 1)

Thursday’s Schedule
8:00 a.m. Breakfast
Enjoy a breakfast buffet in the Harbor View Restaurant — “Free of Charge.”
10:00 a.m. Business Meeting
Following breakfast, our business meeting will be in
the SUMTER ROOM.
1:00 p.m.
Garage Sale and closing of the Hospitality Room!
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6:00 p.m. Banquet
The Banquet will be in the Harbor View Restaurant;
beginning with pictures and cocktails at 6:00 p.m. followed by dinner. Menu choices include:
Prime Rib $30.00 per person
Flounder stuffed with Crabmeat $30.00 per person
Stuffed Pork Chops, all the trimmings $26.00 per person
Includes coffee, tea, iced tea or soda and dessert
The raffle will follow so remember to bring along your
gift to be used as a prize for this.
More Tour Details on Pages 6 and 7

Hotel Info
12 Floors
180 Guest Rooms
4 Suites
55 Single-Bed Rooms
117 Double-Bed rooms
142 Non-Smoking Rooms
4 Rooms With Accessibility Standards
Check-In Time: 4 p.m.

Check-Out Time: 11 a.m.

Service Animals Allowed
Holiday Inn does not accept pets. Kennels are located nearby. Contact us
for telephone numbers to contact kennels to make advance arrangements.

Parking
195 Spaces Complimentary Registered Guest Parking
Space Available for Buses and RVs. No RV Connections

Credit Cards Accepted

X

Diners Club Carte Blanche
Visa American Express
JCB

Discover
Master Card

Remember, when registering, to mention the USS Orion reunion and ask for the highest floor

Shipmates who attended the 2007 reunion
Dave Bailey, 51-55, MR2
Sam Batton, 53-57, SF2
John Bellis, 71-72, RM3
Neal Bunce, 50-52, IM3
John Casey, 51-53, ET2
Ray Cochlin. 51-54, FP1
Jeff Cook, 66-67, RMSN
Dick Davey, 51-55, MM2
Patrrick Deeghan, 74-75, E-4
Jack Dulaney, 51-55, FP1
Wayne Ehmen, 51-55, EN2
Robert Geraci Jr., 79-83, HT2
Roger Gutheil, 60-64, EN3

Robert Hackman, 62-66, MRC
Robert Hendrickson, 52-55, ME2
Bob Hoard, 63-65, PN3
Filiberto Islas, 56-58, ME2
Ray Johnson, 52-55, MR2
John Klena, 49-52, EN2
Franklin Love, 62-63, SM3
Richard Mains, 53-54, FT2
Francis Marchal, 52-54, ME2
Roy Miller, 51-54, ME1
Frank Mireles, 51-53, SN
Ron Newsam, 59-63, IC2
Dave Peckinpaugh, 57-60, EN3

Tom Pieper, 57-60, FT2
Glenn Pierce, 61-61, SK2
Bob Podgorski, 55-57, ET3
Jack Prendergast, 55-56, MR3
Dick Sager, 51-54, QM3
Al Sequin
Charles E. Smith, 54-58, LI3
Roy Smith, 60-62, IC2
Larry Snyder, 71-72, SK3
Wally Stebbins, 4-56, MR2
John Thompson, 53-55, PO3
Nathaniel Williams, 52-56, FNSN
Bob Wolanin, 56-59, MR2
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Chaplain
Dusty
As I look at the last issue of Scuttlebutt, you guys on
the front page look like a pretty crusty bunch ….. like
you’ve been around the block and back. Be careful,
Charleston, S.C.! Here we come! Thanks, Tom and Rich
for preparing the way for us to go to Charleston. Looks
like a great place to go!
I was reading thru the Scuttlebutt issue and the article
on “The War Years” really caught my attention. We all
related with Philip Strong when he shared his feelings
when we received the news that the war was over. What a
day that was! Aug. 15, 1945! There was a saying going
around, “States in 48.” We had been overseas for nearly
two years. The U.S. armed forces were preparing for the
invasion of Japan. It really looked like it would be 1948
before we would get home.
I remember so well that in just a few days we headed
home with five subs surrounding us. Only this time, we
made a beeline for Pearl Harbor, not zigzagging in pitch
darkness. The lights on the Orion and the subs were blazing bright. The ship took on a carnival cruise-like atmosphere. Crap and poker games were everywhere going

Taps

strong all night long. But it just now occurred to me,
thank God, we had some good quartermasters that knew
how and where to navigate the Orion seven or eight thousand miles across a trackless ocean to get us home. We
knew well the specific jobs we had been trained in but
had no idea how to steer the old ship to our earthly home.
I’m sure glad I didn’t have to get us home. I would have
run the ship on the rocks.
I remember a powerful verse in the Bible that reads,
“we must possess our vessel…” — I Thess. 4:4. In other
words, that means it is up to us to steer our vessel
(meaning our life) toward the heavenly home God is preparing for us. So we are the skipper, the first mate and the
crew of our own our life. The vessel USS Orion had
charts and directions they followed to get us home. The
Orion didn’t get home automatically or accidentally and
neither will we.
Many are winging it, doing it their own way, trying to
be a good neighbor, do good deeds, taking their chances,
whatever. Proverbs tells us “there is a way that seems
right to man but in the end leads to (eternal) death.”
Sure, God made a way for us but we need to follow His
directions or we will miss it. Sound complicated? Not at
all! Jesus simplified it and boiled it down to this one majestic word. “I am the Way, the Truth and the Life. No
man comes to the Father except through Me.” John 14:6.
Commit your life to Jesus, follow Him and He will safely
get you to your true destiny.
E-mail me at rarodes@msn.com with your requests
for prayer, just to chat, sickness or a death in the family. I
will phone the loved ones left behind with condolences
from us all.
God bless and Straight ahead. — Chaplain Dusty

Richard J. Seizer
I write to you with unpleasant news, the passing of one
of our WW2 buddies. Richard J. Seizer of Vandalia,
Ohio, died on Wednesday, Feb. 13. According to his beloved wife, he went into the hospital with minor pain
caused by the cancer in his bladder. Four days later he left
us.
Dick and I went overseas together and came home together. Dick decided to go into printing and chose a
school here in Cincinnati. He spent the rest of his life
working as a printer with a few late years owning his own
company.
Besides myself, the only ones remaining from our torpedo group on the Orion are Don Carnal, in Iowa, and
Jack Condon, in New Jersey. As I speak, Jack is recovering from an operation and is in the hospital.
— Vernon J. Smith, TME1, 13th Div., 1943-45

Elsie Sieck
My wife, Elsie, passed away February 5th. I’m doing
pretty good but age and years keep coming and it takes a
little longer to do things.
Hope they get the next reunion this way as my traveling by car is limited by my kids.
— Truman Sieck, S1/c, 3rd Div., 1943-46

— Star & Bull, June 1959
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USS Orion Lives On
By Wally Stebbins

MR2, 12-M Div., 1954-56

To all of our group who are still wondering what happened to the Orion after the dismantling, I hope I can add
some information. I served a four-year apprenticeship
back in the ’50s and went to school in
back of where the Orion made her final
pier-stop.
These were the days when the U.S.
was still booming in manufacturing and
producing many good-paying jobs with
benefits to American workers. In this
time the Sparrows Point Ship Building
Co. was owned by Bethlehem Steel Co.
whose home office was in Bethlehem,
Pa. This steel company, like many in the U.S., no longer
exists.
Before and after WWII many Navy and merchant
ships were built here plus being repaired and converted.
In the old days we had we had no fewer than 30,000 em-

In 1946 the American Transit Association,
through its radio program, “Speak to America,” sponsored a nationwide contest to find the REAL
Kilroy, offering a prize of a real trolley car to the person
who could prove himself to be the genuine article.
Almost 40 men stepped forward to make that claim,
but only James Kilroy from Halifax, Mass., had evidence
of his identity.
Kilroy was a 46-year old shipyard worker during the
war. He worked as a checker at the Fore River Shipyard
in Quincy, Mass. His job was to go around and check on
the number of rivets completed.
Kilroy would count a block of rivets and put a check
mark in semi-waxed lumber chalk, so the rivets wouldn’t
be counted twice. When Kilroy went off duty, the riveters
would erase the mark.
Later on, an off-shift inspector would come through
and count the rivets a second time, resulting in double pay
for the riveters.
One day Kilroy's boss called him into his office. The
foreman was upset about all the wages being paid to riveters, and asked him to investigate. It was then that he realized what had been going on.
The tight spaces he had to crawl in to check the rivets
didn't lend themselves to lugging around a paint can and
brush, so Kilroy decided to stick with the waxy chalk. He
continued to put his checkmark on each job he inspected,
but added KILROY WAS HERE in king-sized letters
next to the check, and eventually added the sketch of the
chap with the long nose peering over the fence and that
became part of the Kilroy message. Once he did that, the
riveters stopped trying to wipe away his marks.

ployees on three shifts; today, maybe 2,800.
In recent decades the shipyard-side and steel-side have
been under different ownership. They have been sold and
re-sold. I understand, now, that the steel-side is no longer
under foreign ownership and was bought by an investment group based in the US of A. Also, the ship-yard side
is in some financial bind and has some other mothballed
ship from the James River to dismantle. “Too bad the Orion got there too early, maybe she would still be afloat!”
Looking at the brighter side, the Orion didn’t wind up
overseas! I was down there earlier this year and, I assume
by looking at the scrap pile, most of her was being melted
down in No. 4 open-hearth furnace to be made into huge
steel ingots that can be shipped to other mills or rolled
into sheet steel, wire, rod, pipe, plated steel, “I” beams or
construction plate steel at the Sparrows Point plant.
Who knows? Maybe some of her steel will be used in
the new carriers, subs or destroyers! Then there are the
alloys along with much copper and aluminum.
The Orion lives on, still serving America.

Ordinarily the rivets and chalk marks
would have been covered up with paint. With
the war on, however, ships were leaving the Quincy Yard
so fast that there wasn’t time to paint them.
As a result, Kilroy's inspection “trademark” was seen
by thousands of servicemen who boarded the troop ships
the yard produced. His message apparently rang a bell
with the servicemen, because they picked it up and spread
it all over Europe and the South Pacific. Before the war’s
end, "Kilroy" had been here, there, and everywhere on the
long haul to Berlin and Tokyo.
To the unfortunate troops outbound in those ships,
however, he was a complete mystery; all they knew for
sure was that some jerk named Kilroy had “been there
first.” As a joke, U.S. servicemen began placing the graffiti wherever they landed, claiming it was already there
when they arrived.
Kilroy became the U.S. super-GI who had always
“already been” wherever GIs went. It became a challenge
to place the logo in the most unlikely places imaginable.
And as the war went on, the legend grew. Underwater
demolition teams routinely sneaked ashore on Japaneseheld islands in the Pacific to map the terrain for the coming invasions by U.S. troops.
In 1945, an outhouse was built for the exclusive use of
Roosevelt, Stalin, and Churchill at the Potsdam conference. The first person inside was Stalin, who emerged and
asked his aide (in Russian), “Who is Kilroy?”
To help prove his authenticity in 1946, James Kilroy
brought along officials from the shipyard and some of the
riveters. He won the trolley car and set it up as a playhouse in the Kilroy front yard in Halifax, Massachusetts.
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Description of Tours
Monday, October 6

9:00 a.m. — MAGNOLIA GARDENS PLANTATION
Tour Magnolia Gardens, one of the most beautiful romantic gardens in the world. As you stroll the garden
paths through a Cypress Swamp, which was turned into a
garden by the Rev. John Drayton prior to the War Between the States the beauty of these unique gardens will
take your breath away. After touring the gardens board
the tram which will take you into part of the Audubon
Swamp Garden, home to scores of water loving creatures
and traversed by boardwalks, dikes, and bridges to put the
visitor in close contact with its inhabitants. You may even
see an alligator and will have the opportunity to climb the
Wildlife Tower to view the abundant bird population of
the low country.
12:00 p.m. — Pre-paid lunch at Bubba Gump’s.
1:00 p.m. — Free time for shopping in the Market.

The Battery

2:30 p.m. — HISTORIC CHARLESTON
Tour Charleston, one of the most beautiful and historic
cities in the South. Her stately homes with their lovely
gardens, her magnificent public buildings and her majestic churches will enchant you. As you tour you will see
the College of Charleston, Harleston Village (one of the
early suburbs of the city), the Citadel, the Military College of South Carolina, and of course our famous Battery
with its elegant town houses built by planters and merchants in the 18th and 19th centuries.
4:00 p.m. — Arrive back at Holiday Inn Riverview

Price: $75.00 per Person
Tour includes a pre-paid lunch at Bubba Gump’s, and
time for some shopping in the Market

Bubba Gump’s Menu
Start with:
Gump House Salad & Mama’s Garlic Bread
Choose your favorite…

Mama Blue’s Southern Charmed Fried Shrimp
Beer battered fried shrimp served with coleslaw and french fries.

Captain’s Fish and Chips
Beer battered mahi mahi served with coleslaw and french fries.

Shrimp & Pasta
Sauteed shrimp with garlic butter tossed over a bed of linguini.

All American-Cheeseburger

Sorry, no shrimp on this classic! Served with coleslaw and french fries.

Bubba’s Accidental Fish or Chicken
Charbroiled with butter sauce, tomatoes and green onions. Served with rice.

And for Desert

Ice Cream Sundae

The Citadel
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Tuesday, October 7
9:15 a.m. — THE H. L. HUNLEY
THE FIRST SUCCESSFUL SUBMARINE
On February 17, 1864, the Confederate submarine, H.
L. Hunley successfully sank the Union warship, the
Housatonic off the
coast of Charleston
by ramming it. After
this successful foray
she also sank with all
of her crew to the
bottom of the Atlantic where she remained until August
8, 2000. On this auspicious day after
years of planning and work by archeologists from the
state, National Park Service and the Smithsonian, divers
and marine engineers, this amazing vessel was successfully raised and taken to a special tank at the Warren Lasch
Conservation Center in North Charleston. Today we will
have the opportunity to view this 19th century marvel and
learn about the many exciting discoveries that the scientists have made over the years since it was brought up
from the depths of the ocean.

12:00 p.m. — FORT SUMTER
As you cruise through Charleston's beautiful harbor,
you will view the United States Coast Guard Station, the
beautiful homes along the Battery, and watch the sea gulls
and the dolphins play in the harbor. Upon arrival at Fort
Sumter, where the Civil War began, rangers from the National Park Service will give you an informative introduction before you begin your tour of this famous bastion and
its marvelous museum.
A box lunch will be provided on the boat.
2:45 p.m. — Arrive at Holiday Inn Riverview

Price: $75.00 per Person

Wednesday, October 8
10:00 a.m. — PATRIOTS POINT
Tour Patriots Point, the world's largest naval and maritime museum. Visit the
Aircraft Carrier YORKTOWN,
the
famous
fighting lady of World
War II; the destroyer LAFFEY, a participant in the
World War II D-Day landings at Normandy; the
submarine,
CLAMAGORE, one of the Navy's
last diesel powered submarines; and the Coast
Guard Cutter, INGHAM,
which was in active service until decommissioned
and given to Patriots Point
in 1989.
12:00 p.m. — Lunch in the CPO Mess on the Yorktown
1:00 p.m. — Memorial Service (arranged by group)
2:00 p.m. — Resume touring of the USS Yorktown,
USS Laffey, USS Clamagore (SS-343), The Congressional
Medal of Honor Museum, the Cold War Submarine Memorial, and the Vietnam Naval Support Base Camp.
4:00 p.m. — Arrive at Holiday Inn Riverview
6:15 p.m. — Depart Holiday Inn Riverview for Spirit of

7 p.m. — SPIRIT OF CAROLINA DINNER CRUISE
Cruise Charleston's beautiful harbor by moonlight
aboard the 100' luxury yacht, Spirit of Carolina. Enjoy the
unique and beautiful sights of our
harbor at night as
well as a delicious
dinner in a romantic
atmosphere.
The view of the
city and its church
spires is fantastic
from the water and the sunsets are glorious. Dance to the
music of a live band. Entrée choices can be made at the
table. Alcoholic beverages and optional dessert menus are
on your own. Dinner Menu: Charleston She-Crab Soup,
Spirit Signature Salad with assorted homemade dressings;
Choice of Beef, Seafood, Chicken, or Pasta Entrée. Chef's
selection of potatoes, rice, or pasta, fresh seasonal vegetables; freshly baked breads w/ sweet cream butter, pecan
pie, coffee, tea or decaffeinated coffee.
11:00 p.m. — Arrive at Holiday Inn Riverview

Price:
Patriots Point Only: $55.00 per Person
Dinner Cruise Only: $76.00 per Person
Patriots Point and Dinner Cruise:
$125.00 per Person
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A Trip to Sardinia
During a family reunion in 1995 I happened to be
wearing my USS ORION ball cap. My nephew (my sister's
son) saw the cap and said “I've been on that ship. I was
surprised and he went on to tell me this story.
— Dewey Holt, MM2, 7th Div., 1951-55
* * *
I was asked back in the late eighties if I would be willing to make a trip to Sardinia to work on air conditioning equipment manufactured by my company that was
installed aboard the ship (turns out it was the Orion).
It was a trip that I remember well to this day. It was in
April, and, the weather in Sardinia was about the same as
you would expect in North Carolina, given the approximate same latitude, cool. That being said, as I recall, the
ship was heading out not long after my visit to hotter climates, and, the equipment served the radio room, which
required more cooling than was being delivered at the
time.
I had carried a few small parts in my bags that were
suggested to me as maybe being needed in the course of
the repairs. I was met at the Olbia Airport by an intermediary company that I presumed help smooth the way so to
speak, for the Navy. As I went through customs, the customs agent wasted no time in pointing out the parts I was
bringing in. Since I did not know the laws regarding this,
it made me somewhat nervous. The intermediary did his
job though ... after a lot of negotiating and many hand
gestures, the customs official waved me on.
The next stop was to find a hotel, which was recommended to me by the intermediary. It was a small family
owned and run hotel. The owner was an architect, and, his
wife worked the front desk up until around 8:00 in the
evening at which time the architect picked up his wife. In
the evenings their son took over for the night. There were
also some sisters involved that helped out. It turns out that
the wife knew enough about English that we could somewhat converse, and, I had bought a Berlitz book on Italian. That was enough to make me dangerous with the language. In any event, it was a cordial situation that we
shared each day.
My first day of boarding the Orion, I was greeted by a
young gentleman who asked me “where are you from,
sir?” “North Carolina” I said. “Son of a gun” he replied. “I'm from Charlotte myself.” Made me feel at home
right from the start.
I stated my business and was directed to a Philipino
Chief that was in charge of the repairs. Not sure of what
had transpired up to that point, but we basically re-wired
the entire unit. I also noted that they had put a sheet of
perforated metal over the unit’s condenser coil (the moral
equivalent of car radiator), I assume to protect people
from being cut by the fins. “That's gotta’ go” I said. Can't
get rid of the heat with that covering up the condenser.
We also replaced a compressor that had failed in the
process. That required copper fittings, which there were
only “X” selection of on board. Of course we didn't have

the right sizes, but, we adapted what was available. I
might add that the two young sailors I was working with
worked their rear ends off to do whatever was required. Between the effort of these two guys, and, the
knowledge of the Chief in electrical, I was impressed.
There were many enjoyable aspects of this trip, so, I
would also like to elaborate on those. In the mornings (I
was there for a week) I would stroll down the hill from
the hotel in the mornings and have some variety of coffee
at a cafe near the ferry I would catch. Once on board, a
breakfast was available that I could count on to get me
through the day!
In the evenings when I returned to the hotel, I would
have a few beers at the small bar situated right across
from the front desk, and converse with the owner’s wife.
They were truly hospitable, and, we really had some great
conversations. They had a TV in the room, and, I remember that they were watching old reruns of Bonanza in
black and white of all things.
The owners had a young daughter, and, as a gift to her
(them) I gave her the only thing I had that they could not
get themselves, a University of North Carolina T-shirt I
had just bought. They repaid this by presenting me with a
bottle of champagne (produced there) as a parting gift the
night before I left.
We were successful in getting the cooling up and running prior to the ship pulling out. I was treated like a king
whenever I was on board, and, will never forget the experience. To this day (and I am looking at it now) I cherish
the plaque I was given for providing service on the Orion. I imagine it will be hanging on my wall for some time
to come.

Photo provided by Ralph Mayford

12E Beach Party, Feb. ’55
L to R: Unknown; Robert Peterson, PI3; Ralph Mayford, PI2;
Lou Smith, LI3; Edward (Ed Mo) Cotton, LI3; Howard Jackson,
PI3; Unknown. Front, Unknown.
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Switching the Load

Man Overboard!

By Harold Zink

I remember a seaman on Orion that would do almost
anything for a buck. In port, they might put him over the
side in a bos’ns chair to chip and repaint spots. Some of
his buddies would get a thing started where they would
challenge others to bid the price it would take for Kroeger
to fall out of his rigging then swim back to the dock
through the turd and oil-infested harbor waters. They
would call out the dollar amounts they had collected until
he decided it was enough to compensate for the asschewing he would get when back onboard; then over he
would go. He was a big kid, always happy playing dumb.
He must have enjoyed the revenue he could spend on liberty.

EM3, Fwd. Eng. Rm., 1948-50

In the last Scuttlebutt, Paul Rimarcik told of his episode with switching the electrical load from one engine
room to the other. This was a regular routine so as to run
the engines and generators on equal hours. I had trouble
teaching guys to turn the circuit breaker at the correct timing of the cycle because it had to be done just right. We
dropped the load on several occasions while I was in the
forward engine room. I usually got the ass-chewing for
not doing a better job teaching others. Paul, your story
brought back dark memories. John Klena probably remembers us putting him the dark a time or two.

At Pier 22 in Norfolk

In the James River Reserve Fleet

Odd But Not Too Funny
I know that most of you have wished you had stayed in
touch with some of your shipmates. I had four or five
guys I liked and spent time with. Even went to their home
on a weekend visit with two guys. After joining OHVO, I
began to search for these guys. I found two deceased and
one living in Florida.
I left Orion in Sept. 1950 to ship on the Kittiwake. Of
course, there were some new friends there. After finding
my shipmate in Florida, he told me that he and one of our
other buddies transferred to Kittiwake after I did. My duties of managing the electrical spare parts kept me secluded below some, but to not run into those two men for 16
months on a ship that small just astounded me.
I have a picture of most of the crew standing on the
starboard side at the pier. After my friends told me they
had been aboard, I looked closely at the picture and there
they were. One was standing four men from me and the
other ten men away. I was just dumbstruck and still find it
hard to believe. I must have made a lasting impression on
them as neither of them noticed me either. Ha Ha.
I hardly ever entered the engine room and stood my
watches at the propulsion board. The electrical crew was
managed by a first class P.O. and my duties were pretty
specific so I didn’t wander around the ship much. My sub
rescue station was the after searchlight which was a solo
job. I made many liberties with a different two guys from
the engine room. I STILL CAN’T BELIEVE IT.

A weekend in Ohio at Bob Griffith’s home. Left to right:
Bob Wennerstrom, Bob Griffith, Ed Kafka, Harold Zink. Griffith and Kafka were “lost” on the Kittiwake with me.
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Shakedown, 1952
By Rocco Cianciotto
SN, 1st Div., 1951-53

During our shakedown cruise to Cuba after coming out
of dry dock in 1952, we went through a hurricane off the
Carolinas. We took water over the bow and down the forward elevator hatch into the sleeping compartment of the
1st Division. What an experience I’ll never forget. Great
time in Cuba, drinking One-Eyed Indian beer – 2 for 25
cents.

Elliott, Cianciotto, Cribb and Garrity

Rear view of Orion in dry dock 1952

Just Another USS Orion Adventure!
By Bob Pritchard

OM2, R-3 Div., Optical Shop 1959-63

You shipmates may recall a story I submitted about
going aboard the USS Orion as a boy, and departing a
man. Shortly after that I was contacted by Art Mager who
was also aboard at the same time. He felt the same way
about himself. At the time we never met. So we thought.
As we talked we related old sea stories. Recalling a
dredge fire, Mager said were you on that utility boat trying to put that fire out with me? Yup! I then wrote the
Scuttlebutt about that event!
When he came to this area to visit his kids we got together for lunch. More sea stories were exchanged. Today
Dec.14, 07 we went out for lunch as he is in town again.
Art said he remembered little of the optical shop as he
worked in the ships post office. He said one thing he did
recall was being on the main deck and witnessing the following.
At the time I think I was a OM3. Myself and John
Kimel OM3 were removing a periscope from a submarine
tied up on the other side of the pier. It was too far away
for the Orion's crane. A crawler crane with a civilian operator was doing the hoisting. We had to attach a huge
clamp 1/4 the way from the top . . . move the hydraulics
down in the conning tower, then get on top of the sub’s
sail to hoist it out. We attached the long cable slings to the
crane hook. I noticed the hook didn't have a safety clip. I

hollered down to the operator. He hollered back, damn it
don't worry about it! So I didn't, for a while. We proceeded to hoist it out. When it was clear of the boat by about 2
inches Kimel and I were standing on top of the boat with
no safety gear when the operator dropped the load! I refer
you back to that missing safety clip. The slings came off
the hook! Fell down between us, just missing us!
Now Kimel and I are balancing a 1 ton periscope on
end attached to absolutely nothing, standing on top of a
rocking submarine!
There was absolutely no time to even think. I just hollered to push it! We did — toward the pier. As luck
would have it it completely missed the sub and landed in
a garbage dumpster completely destroying it! Thank God
we didn't sink one of our own subs! But we did come
close! The crane operator had to take all the blame for
that one. As a retired construction crane operator I know
how that goes!
It just seems odd that Art’s path and mine crossed all
those years ago and we never knew it. Who knows what
sea stories we will come up with on our next meeting?
When I arrived home the Scuttlebutt was in my mailbox. I already knew about it, but as I read in the Taps section about one of my best shipmates, Sylvan Sanborn
passing away and the very nice things his daughter wrote
about her dad — it hit me kind of hard again!

THE SCUTTLEBUTT

Front, left to right, Ahkeah, Mittnatch, Pitush, Dimmick,
Liddell (Manager). Rear, l-r, Bose, Elton, Wales, Okal,
Menechini, Bergman (Coach).
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Front, left to right, Dimmick, Ahkeah,Menechini,
Mittnatch, Pitush. Rear, left to right, Bergman (Coach),
Okal, Bose, Washington, Elton, Wales

Here are some pictures of old shipmates
on the Orion, 1949-52. I know you will recognize our vice president John Klena.
The basketball team won 24 and lost 1.
We were at sea and had to forfeit one game
but we still won the championship in 1951.
— Stan Dimmick, EN2

Front, left to right, Ahkeah, Mittnatch, Dimmick. Back, left
to right, Bergman (Coach), Menechini, Elton, Washington.

Left to right, S. R. Dimmick, R. A. Ellis, P. J. Lee, J.
Klena, R. Shibelhoot. (Last four I don’t remember.)

On the left, S. R. Dimmick, Ma Ma, R. A. Ellis.
Right, R. Ahkeah, T. T. Bridge, P. J. Paul.
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The Stone Fleet

Orion in the Carolinas in 1861
Orion, a wooden schooner, was
purchased by the Union Navy during
the American Civil War at Baltimore,
Maryland, 13 August 1861. She was
purchased to be used in the “stone
fleet” to be sunk as an obstruction
blocking channels leading to Southern ports. She was sunk in the Carolina sounds in the fall of 1861.
The Stone Fleet was a series of
aging ships deliberately sunk during
the American Civil War by the Union
Navy in various places along the
coasts of South Carolina and Georgia. The ships were sunk to serve as
breakwaters, wharves to land Union
troops, and to help block access to
the harbor of Charleston, South Carolina, in hopes of delaying blockade
runners from supplying Confederate
interests.
Various old ships, specifically

purchased by the Navy for this purpose, were loaded with stone and
sand, or filled with dirt, then towed
to a designated spot and sunk as a
hazard to all craft that passed. The
operation was under the direction of
Samuel Francis DuPont, Flag Officer commanding the South Atlantic Blockading Squadron. Confederate general Robert E. Lee called the
measure “an abortive expression of
the malice and revenge” of the
North.
Historians disagree as to the success of the Stone Fleet, since other
channels of the Charleston Harbor
remained open and the ships broke
up in a year or two. However, others note that sufficient time was
given for the North to build more
gunboats to patrol the harbor.
— Harper’s Weekly, Dec. 14, 1861

The event inspired Herman Melville to write the poem entitled, “The Stone Fleet.”
An Old Sailor's Lament
I have a feeling for those ships,
Each worn and ancient one,
With great bluff bows, and broad in the beam:
Ay, it was unkindly done.
But so they serve the Obsolete—
Even so, Stone Fleet!
You'll say I'm doting; do but think
I scudded round the Horn in one—
The Tenedos, a glorious
Good old craft as ever run—
Sunk (how all unmeet!)
With the Old Stone Fleet.
An India ship of fame was she,
Spices and shawls and fans she bore;
A whaler when her wrinkles came—
Turned off! till, spent and poor,
Her bones were sold (escheat)!
Ah! Stone Fleet.

Four were erst patrician keels
(Names attest what families be),
The Kensington, and Richmond too,
Leonidas, and Lee:
But now they have their seat
With the Old Stone Fleet.
To scuttle them-a pirate deed—
Sack them, and dismast;
They sunk so slow, they died so hard,
But gurgling dropped at last.
Their ghosts in gales repeat
Woe's us. Stone Fleet!
And all for naught. The waters pass—
Currents will have their way;
Nature is nobody's ally; 'tis well;
The harbor is bettered-will stay.
A failure, and complete,
Was your Old Stone Fleet.

